What's Next for PRC?
PRC has begun to organize an ambitious river
campaign in Montana based on the model our
Legacy River program-instituting watershed
scale conservation for Montana’s most climate
resilient rivers and native fish strongholds.
The Campaign for Montana’s Headwaters
will seek to protect these watersheds
through legislation and will require creating
a network of allies and advisors to support
this effort as well as establishing strong
political champions in the state.
To that end, PRC has joined with American Rivers,
the Clark Fork Coalition, the Greater Yellowstone
Coalition and American Whitewater in formal
partnership on this campaign.

Stay tuned for updates
on this ambitious effort!
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Inside the O&C Debate
PRC is deeply involved in the debate over the future of over
2.6 million acres of federal lands currently managed under
the Oregon and California Lands Act (O&C). The majority
of this public land is managed by the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) and is located in southwestern Oregon.
O&C lands comprise significant portions of some of Oregon’s
best remaining rivers and watersheds, such as the Umpqua,
Rogue, and Siuslaw. What happens to these lands will have
a substantial effect on the health of our rivers and fisheries.
Historically, the O&C Act was designed, in part, to generate
revenue for rural county governments and the lands and
waters were subjected to industrial logging practices until
the adoption of the Northwest Forest Plan. Some time after
that Senator Ron Wyden and others created a direct federal
payment to these counties under the Secure Rural Schools
Act (SRS) to replace the county revenues once generated by
timber production. However, the future of SRS is uncertain
and coupled with the poor economic conditions in many
rural counties have created intense political pressure to go
back to the practices of logging federal lands to produce
needed county revenue.

In response to the economic woes of counties and the
timber industry, Governor John Kitzhaber has created a task
force comprised of county, timber and environmental interests. PRC has been selected as one of the representatives.
The consistent pressure on lands that are crucial to river
health continually threatens the interests we hold dear.
We believe that a compromise must be achieved and are
committed to working toward that goal.

DELVING INTO THE SIERRAS
PRC is pleased to announce the recent
publication of our new policy paper,
“Conservation of Freshwater Ecosystems
on Sierra Nevada National Forests: Policy
Analysis and Recommendations for the
Future.” This report is intended to inform
conservation advocates and Forest
Service regional and forest-planning
teams and advance the conservation
of aquatic resources in future forest plan
revisions, which are slated to begin in
2013 on the Sierra, Inyo and Sequoia
National Forests. PRC, working with our
partners in the Sierra Nevada Alliance,
will work hard to ensure the protection
and restoration recommendations are
implemented. The full report can be
found on our website. Key aquatic
recommendations include:

Recognize reserves and restoration
as guiding principals for aquatic
conservation in future forest plans
Designate meadow reserves
Prohibit headwater impoundments
Recognize and manage springs
as refugia for biological diversity
Establish “Aquatic Diversity
Management Areas”
Direct assertion of federal
reserved water rights
Restrict salvage logging
Reintroduce prescribed fire
and allow wildfires to burn in
riparian management areas

Update on Oregon's
Coastal Species Plan

Protect the Best
Restore the Rest

Conservation of Portland's
Backyard Playground
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PRC's LATEST LEGAL VICTORIES
Over the last year, PRC has had a number of important legal victories and outcomes:
Wyoming
v. U.S. Department of Agriculture

Pacific Rivers Council
v. Bureau of Land Management
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campaign in Montana based on the model of
our Legacy River program-instituting watershed
scale conservation for Montana’s most climate
resilient rivers and native fish strongholds.
The Campaign for Montana’s Headwaters
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